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Editor's Note: This article is based on a report produced by IEER under
a contract to the newspaper U S A Today. The report calculated estimates .
for radiation exposure of workers at three privately-owned and -operated
factories in the United States that processed uranium, including one that .
also processed thorium, in the 1940s and 1950s for use in the production :
of nuclear weapons.
The report concludes that working umditim at the three plants were very :
poor, that doses to many of the workersfar exceeded then-preuailing
standards, and thaf some wmkers had a high probability of getting c a w as :
a result of their exposure. The government appears to have delibmately
misled workers about the dangers to which they were being exposed.
In a series of articles published September 6 through 8, 2000, U S A
Today identified approximately 150 privately owned facilities that were
used for various stages of nuclear weapons production in the US in the
1940s ad 19.50s. Subsequently, the US Department of Energy (DOE)
released an "internal working list" of more than 570 facilities, both
privately and government owned/operated, that were possibly involved in :
nuclear weapons related work. Some of these facilities carried out work
.
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Manual rolling mill, showing ventilation
hood, circa 1959.
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: Nuclear Plant Risk Studies: Dismal Quality
BY D A V I D L O C H B A U M 1

n accident at a US nuclear power plant could kill more people . duce-the threat to the American public.
than were killed by the atomic bomb dropped on Nagasaki.2
Nuclear plant risk assessments are really
The fmancial repercussions could also be catastrophic. The
. not risk assessments because potential
1986 accident at the Chernobyl nuclear plant cost the former .
S E E RISK STUDIES. PAGE 1 0 .
Soviet Union more than three times the economical benefits accrued
E N D N O T E S . PAGE 12 .
from the operation of every other Soviet nuclear power plant
. operated between 1954 and 1990.3
But consequences alone do not defme risk. The probability of an
. accident is equally important. When consequences are very high, as
Resource Kit Available ......................
they are from nuclear plant accidents, prudent risk management
. dictates that probabilities be kept very low. The Nuclear Regulatory
Characteristics of Uranium
Commission (NRC) attempts to limit the risk to the public from
and Thorium ................................
nuclear plant operation to less than one percent of the risk the
Historical Worker Dose
public faces from other accidents.
Limits in the US .................................
The Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) examined how nuclear
plant risk assessments are performed and how their results are used.
Congrws Passe.Nudear
We concluded that the risk assessments are seriously flawed and
Worker Legislation ..........................
their results are being used inappropriately to increasenot re-
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similar to that of the three plants analyzed here; others had diflerent
functions.
In April 2000, after decades of denial, the DOE acknowledged that
nuclear weapons production harmed its workers due to exposure to
radioactivity and toxic chemicals. The lion's share of attention generated
by this announcement has been given to workers at the major, governmentowned and -operated DOE sites. While this ofticia1 concern is certainly
warranted, and long overdue, the IEER report underscores the responsibility of the US government to also acknowledge those who worked at
private facilities involved in nuclear weapons production. Furthermore,
plant neighbors and the family members of nuclear weapons workers also
may have been exposed to radioactive and toxic materials as a result of
work at these sites.
A full length version of the JEER report can be obtained by visiting
USA Today i. Web site at http://www.usatoday.com/news/poison/
docdex.htm or by contacting IEER.
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n the IEER report produced for USA Today newspaper, titled
Preliminary Partial Dose Estimates from the Processing of Nuclear
Materials at Three Plants during the 1940s and 19508, we analyzed
some data in regard to working conditions and radiation exposures of workers at three nuclear materials processing facilities:
b

Simonds Saw & Steel Co., Lockport, New York

b

Harshaw Chemical Co., Cleveland, Ohio
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All three plants processed uranium during portions of the 1940s
and 1950s. Simonds also processed thorium metal. These facilities
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Editor: Lisa Ledwidge

conducted industrial operations such as metal rolling that would later
be conducted at government-owned facilities.
The study, on which this article is based, was a preliminary and

We invite the reprinting, with proper credit,
of materials from this newsletter WEalso
appreciate receiving copies of publications in
which articles have been reproduced.
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contaminated as a result of poor industrial hygiene.
Including all of these factors would increase the dose
partial evaluation of worker exposure in some job
estimates.
categories or locations. Its purpose was to perform
We used the available data to make estimates of doses
screening-type of calculations to ascertain whether the
from uranium metal processing to August 6, 1954. We
doses to workers in at least some locations or job
do not have survey data covering the rest of the paid
. categories were high enough to cause serious health
. through the end of operations in December 1956. Thus,
concerns.
the doses presented here are partial exposure estimates
We did not assess external radiation doses. There
. that underestimate doses to personnel who worked
are clear indications that in some cases, at least, these
through the entire period of processing.
exposures were substantial. We also have not attempted
We made exposure estimates by job classification. If
to assess exposures to non-radioactive toxic materials,
one person did the job for the entire period, the dose
which may also have been substantial in many cases.
estimate represents a typical expected exposure (see
The study is necessarily limited in scope and partial. A
below for discussion of uncertainties). If the personnel
thorough effort would require far more documentation,
doing the job changed, this dose estimate would not
data, time, and resources than were available in this
apply to any particular individual, but rather to the
project.
sequence of individuals who did the particular job over
We estimated doses due to inhalation of uranium by
the specified period.
calculating the amount of uranium breathed in by a
The emissions from the operation at S i o n d s were
worker in a typical work day at a specific location or in
typically a mixture of oxides of uranium, whose
a specific job category. The time-weighted air concensolubilities ranged from very insoluble to moderately
trations to which workers were exposed over a day were
soluble. It may take many months or years for highly
insoluble materials to be eliminated once lodged in the
estimated by plant personnel taking into account the
time spent by the workers in different plant locations.
lung, while moderately soluble materials may be
eliminated within a few weeks. However, more soluble
All dose calculations shown here are "committed
. doses," reflecting the fact that exposures resulting from
forms of uranium would also get transported to the
a single intake are considered over the entire time that
kidney, resulting in damage due to uranium's heavy
inhaled uranium remains in the bodv.2
. metal properties.
Figure 1 shows the lung dose estimates for a range
Simonds Saw & Steel Co., Lockport, NewYork
of particular jobs. Workers in the same job may have
Between 25 and 30 million pounds of uranium
had doses several times higher or lower than this,
. metal was rolled into rods at
S i o n d s between March or
Figure I: Estimated Cumulative Partial Lung Doses Due
Aoril 1948 and 1956.
to Uranium Ex~osureat Simonds Saw and Steel From
April I, 1948 td December 3 I , 1952
~ A o n d also
s rolled 30,000 to
40,000 pounds of thorium
metal. The work with
uranium and thorium was
done part-time, and the same
machines were used to roll
steel for commercial applica. tions the rest of the time.
There is ample evidence
that the plant premises
became seriously contarninated during processing of
radioactive materials. For
instance, even air in the
Man
dow
Wen
Wen
rods
quencher
East
Earr
openfor
lunch areas was far above
allowable limits of contamijob Description
nation. As a result, workers
depending on specific working times and conditions as
were exposed to radiation even when steel processing
well
as individual metabolic differences.
was going on, for instance through re-suspended
Workers
were also exposed to thorium dust. Even
: oarticles. We did not attempt to assess the doses to
workers during steel processing. We also did not
SEE F O R G O T T E N E X P O S U R E S O N PAGE 4
attempt to estimate the consequences of food becoming
E N D N O T E S , PAGE 7
F R O M PAGE 2
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Harshaw Chemical Co., Cleveland, Ohio

FORGOTTEN EXPOSURES
FROM PAGE 3

Harshaw Chemical Co. conducted a number of
chemical operations to produce uranium hexafluoride
(UF6)for uranium enrichment operations. Part-time
operations began during the World War I1 Manhattan
Project, during which highly enriched uranium was
used to make the nuclear bomb that was dropped on
Hiroshima. UF, production at Harshaw was scaled up
after the war and substantially expanded in 1947.
The chemical forms of uranium present at Harshaw
range from the highly soluble (uranium hexafluoride) to
. the highly insoluble (uranium dioxide). Industrial
hygiene was very poor, with air contamination exceed. ing the maximum allowable in some cases by several
1 hundred fold, averaged over the entire working day.
Assuming that workers were exposed to the same mix
of uranium compounds as seen at the Fernald nuclear
. weapons plant near Cincinnati, as would be likely for at
least some portion of the plant personnel, the radiation
. doses to the lungs of workers in moderately exposed
categories would be in the hundreds of rem, cumulative.
. (A bar chart of worker doses at Harshaw is shown
in Figure 2 . )
.
Our calculations assumed an eight hour work day and
20 work days per month averaged over a year. In the case
of the most severely exposed workers -who worked for
long periods or in highly contaminated conditions or, in
. the worst cases, both - cumulative lung doses were
thousands of rem.
Many workers were exposed to more than the
. prevailing dose limit, which at that time period was 15
rem per year to the lung. The estimated mean lung
dose in the highest exposure category (8,400 rem)
would be eauivalent to an
effective dose of approxiFigure 2: Mean lung doses and distribution of employees by length
mately 1,000 rem. Using the
of employment and level of uranium dust exposure at Harshaw
cancer risk factor established
Chemical Co., 1945-1949
by the International Council

though the amount of thorium processed was almost a
factor of one thousand less than uranium, exposures to
workers who processed thorium appear to have been
substantial, in part because exposure to thorium results
in larger doses than uranium.
Thorium processing operations at Simonds may have
taken as little as one week and possibly much longer.
Based on available data, it is not possible for us to
estimate the total number of full time equivalent days
for which the thorium milling operation was conducted.
We have therefore calculated thorium doses corresponding to one week of full time work. We estimated
that bone surface doses over a one-week exposure
ranged from about 400 rem to almost 2,500 rem,
depending on working conditions and thorium solubility We do not have a basis on which to select a mix of
solubilities based on the available data. If the work was
carried out for several weeks, then the dose estimates
would be correspondingly higher.
Overall, it appears that exposures to specific workers
who worked on thorium may have been severe. We
were not able to assess cumulative thorium exposures in
a manner similar to uranium since we lack even
minimally adequate air concentration data over the
requisite period of time. Our estimate of thorium
exposures, based on one week's work, indicates that for
some workers, thorium exposures may have been
comparable to and perhaps greater than uranium
exposures. Finally, if some workers worked with both
uranium and thorium, those exposures would be
additive.
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zero ro six monrh. of exporure
Six ro m e l v e monrhr of exporure
Twelve t o 24 month. of exporure

24 t o 36 months of exporure

1 36 to 48 months of exporure
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M o m rh,,,
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B.750 dpnlln?'

Level of dust exposure

NOTES:The number above each bar conespan& to the number of warkm that were found to be in that
partlmlar q m u r e catwry. The ab-nce of a bar indicates that there were no workers in that category
dprn/m' is disintegrations per minute per cubic meter.
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on Radiation Protection
(ICRP) of 0.04%, or four
deaths per 10,000 rem, we can
estimate that a worker would 1
have a 40% chance of dying
from cancer as a result of an
exposure of 1,000 rem. This
is an increase of 200 percent
in fatal cancer risk compared
to unexposed persons.
If the uranium were to be
of more soluble compounds,
the estimated radiation doses .
and cancer risk would be
smaller and the likelihood of

:
:

SEE F O R G O T T E N E X P O S U R E S
O N PAGE 5
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: severe nephrotoxic effects would be far larger. Plant
.
documents indicate that such kidney damage was
1
: reported.
We did not attempt within the scope of this limited .
:
: study to systematically quantify external exposures.
However, even a cursory review of Harshaw documents
: shows that for at least some workers, external expo.
sures, in particular from thorium-234 and protac: tinium-234, which give rise to beta radiation exposures,
.
may have been high, thus compounding the problems
: resulting from internal uranium exposure.
.
Also, the mandacture of uranium hemfluoride
: involves the use of d y toxic chemicals, including
.
fluorine. Moreover, when uranium hemfluoride makes
: contact with the humidity in the air (which would be high .
in the Cleveland area during at least some parts of the
: year), it readily combines with water vapor to yield m y 1
:
. fluoride and hydrofluoric acid, which is highly toxic.
:
Electro-MetallurgicalCo.(Electromet),
Niagara Falls, NewYork
:
.
Uranium metal was fabricated at Electromet from
: uranium tetrafluoride (also called "green salt"). The
:
process involves the mixing of green salt with magnesium metal flakes, and the insertion of the mixture into
:
a furnace, where the green salt is reduced to metal.
Historically, the process was typically troublesome,
:
. sometimes involving blow-outs, especially under the
'

'

conditions of production pressure that characterized the

. fust two decades of the nuclear era. The uranium

I

would typically be a mixture of moderately soluble and
insoluble compounds, with the former predominating,
since green salt belongs in this category.
We did not have adequate data covering the entire
time period of Electromet operation, which began
during the Manhattan Project and ended in 1953. We
know that full time uranium metal production was
occurring in the late 1940s, for which we have some
data on the range of air concentrations found in
working areas, as well as air concentrations weighted
over the working day. We performed dose calculations
using these figures for one individual over 240 working
days (a working year of 48 weeks, 5 days per week).
Actual exposure for personnel who worked for a large
portion of the period for which the plant operated can
be expected to be considerably higher. However, we
cannot assume that actual exposures would be a simple
multiple of the calculated doses, since air concentration
data are not available in the detail needed to make even
an approximate calculation for the entire period.
Industrial hygiene at Electromet was very poor.
Many workers were evidently severely overexposed,
since highly contaminated environmental conditions
persisted in the workplace for prolonged periods. We
estimate that for production workers, committed lung
doses due to exposure over a single twelve-month
period would range from over 50 rem to well over
6,000 rem. The most severely exposed workers would
have a very high probability of contracting cancer. One
would also expect to find some heavy metal toxicity to
the kidneys due to exposure to green salt.
SEE F O R G O T T E N E X P O S U R E S O N PAGE 6
ENDNOTES O N PAGE 7

IEER TESTIFIES TO CONGRESS O N NUCLEAR WORKER EXPOSURES
On September 21. 2000. IEER's outreach coordinator. Lisa
Ledwidge,presentedtestimony at a US congressional heating on
nuclear worker compensation. It was held by the House Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee on Immigration and Claims.
She discussed the findings of three IEER studies on nuclear
worker exposures and off-siteradiation releases.These included
the USA Today study (see main artide),the 1994 study on workers doses at the Fernald plant in Ohio, and the study on off-site
releases from Fernald.
IEER has found that when worker exposures and off-siireleases are carefully and independemstudied.the results indicate
that workermrexposure and environmental releases of radioactGty are larger than officially achowledged.
In thetestimny,lEERmadethreemmdatimto C o n p s
I. Because many are very sickand dying,health rnonitoring,treatment and where appmpriate compensation of the affected
worken is an urgent priority.Practical recognition ofthe role
of the government and its contracton in their suffering is
long overdue.

2. It is important to not forceworkers to pmve their exposure
to the last decimal pointThe burden of proof should be on
the government and its contractors, which failed to keep
good mords.failedto make sufficientmeasurements,andall
too often assured workers of their safety when condiions
were unsafe.
3. A process should be created for fairly and responsibly addressing the Cold War health legacy. Workers should be
centrally involved in creatingthis process,because they were.
on the whole, the most exposed group of people. But it
should be acknowledged that non-workers were also exposed, including workers' family members, downwinders.
those downstream, and other neighbors.The process for
deciding how community exposures can be fairly and r
e
sponsibly addressed should begin.

IEER's full testimony is available on-line at http://www.ieerorgI
commenalhm0900.hml.
The two Fernald studies are summa"
rized in SDA vol. 5 no. 3, October 1996.which is also on-line.
http:llw.iee~og/sda$les/voI15/v5n351.hmI,
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A number of documents discuss inadequate controls
of contamination and recommendations for improvement that were only sometimes taken into account. For
example, in discussing the problems at Harshaw, one
document states that:
These findings [90% of plant workers being
exposed to higher than the "preferred level" of
contamination, with 76% exposed to 10 to 374
times that level] are consistent with the results
of other NYOO [New York Operations Office]
investigations, and show that the equipment and
procedures presently used for the control of
alpha-emitting dust and fumes are completely
inadequate.3
In some cases, there was a hesitation to spend money
to correct problems in plants that were expected to be
placed on stand-by and no longer be in use for production. At least a year before the Electromet facility was
to transition to stand-by, one Atomic Energy Commission document notes that:

FROM PAGE 5

Uncertainties

There are two types of uncertainties in our estimates. First, there are variations in conditions experienced among the workers, differences in physiology
leading to different metabolic rates, and so on. For
instance, some workers at Harshaw would likely have
encountered mainly insoluble types of uranium, while
others would have encountered mainly soluble types of
uranium. Largely because doses depend greatly on the
assumed solubility of the material that is inhaled, a
bewildering array of dose estimates can be produced
from the same data on air concentrations.
The second type of uncertainty relates to the
uncertainties in the measurements of air concentrations, in fluctuations in such concentrations from one
day to the next, in the estimates of dose conversion
factors for any particular chemical form of uranium,
and in estimates of the effects of radiation exposure.
The estimates of partial doses within any group of
workers could easily be several times lower or higher
than those estimated here. Since we did not have the
data to perform individual worker dose assessments, or
even to determine whether such assessments could be
reliably performed, a relatively low dose in a particular
job category may not correspond to a low dose for a
specific worker. The limited nature of the study and
the preliminary and partial nature of the calculations
do not justify extensive effort on a formal uncertainty
analysis. We recommend that a more formal effort with
a more complete set of data be undertaken. However,
there is enough evidence to come to a reasonably
certain conclusion that due to poor working conditions,
exposures to many workers were very high and far
above then-prevailing regulations.
In addition to these uncertainties, our estimates are
partial since we have not included external doses, and
since we have not been able to estimate doses over the
entire working period in several cases. This factor
would result in dose estimates that would be systematically higher than the numbers given above.
False Assurances
There is ample evidence that plant authorities as
well as the government of the United States, which
contracted with these private companies to process
material for its nuclear weapons program, were well
aware that workers at these plants were being severely
overexposed over prolonged periods of time. There is
also evidence that the US government deliberately
misled workers about health and safety issues by
concealing the facts of very poor working conditions
from them and by failing to undertake the needed level
of radiation dose surveillance, including frequent and
widespread urine sampling, that was warranted.
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In order to provide for adequate dust control, a
substantial sum of money ($50,000 to $100,000)
would have to be spent. As before, whether or
not extensive dust exposures are corrected will
depend on policy decision as to the advisability
of spending funds for the purpose of placing
stand-by plants in satisfactory medical condition. ... During the next few months, minor
changes in process ventilation can be expected to
alleviate the dust exposure to some e ~ t e n t . ~
One document points clearly to the practice of
keeping information about the health risks of their jobs
from the workers. In a January 1948 letter to the vicepresident of Harshaw Chemical Co., the Manager of
the New York Operations Office of the US Atomic
Energy Commission wrote: "...it is obvious that
concentrations considerably above the preferred level
are common in Area C." In the same letter he states
that the employees in Area C were told and would
continue to be told "that all of our records indicated
that no unusual hazard existed.. ."

. Conclusions

:
:
:
:
:

Working conditions at these three plants were very
poor and among the most terrible reported for any
plant in the United States. Based on our screening
calculations, doses to many workers are likely to have
exceeded the dose limit to the lung of about 15 rem per
year that was established in 1949. The data and our
calculations also suggest that the highest exposed
workers had a high probability of cancer mortality as
the result of the exposure. It must be remembered that
we have arrived at this conclusion even though our dose
S E E FORGOTTEN EXPOSURES ON PAGE 7
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. calculations are partial and do not cover the entire
periods of plant operation and all types of doses. Other
. types of health problems, including kidney damage,
would also be likely among those workers exposed to
the more soluble forms of uranium.
We do not have comparable data from nuclear
. weapons plants that processed uranium in the Soviet
Union durine
- the late 1940s and earlv 1950s. Some
external dose data for workers at a reactor and a
plant in the
Ural Mountains have
been reported. Heretofore, we have assumed based on
available evidence that worker exposures were far
: higher in the Soviet Union that in the United States.5
However, the partial estimates that we have made here
are so high that this assumption may need to be
revisited for many of the workers at these forgotten
nudear weapons plants.
We should also note that the extent of the health
damage may have extended to the families of workers
and to the general public in ways that we have not
assessed in the preliminary report.
One new mndusion that emerges h m our study of
the Simonds plant is that radiation expures as a result of
thorium-232 processing were severe. Such processing
occurred at several o h places (including the Fernald
plant, for instance). This is an issue that needs to be more

:
:

:
:
:
:
:
:

u

I

: carefully evaluated, since it is possible that exposures to
workers, their families, and members of the general public
: from thorium pmcessing may have been larger than
. suspected, despite the relatively small amounts (compared :
: to uranium) of thorium that were processed.
.
It is clear that the effects of the nuclear weapons
:
enterprise on society are far vaster than imagined. The
tasks of health monitoring and medical care for affected :
'

populations and of dean-up appear even more complex .
ZkiE.
. than previously anticipated.
'

:
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Makhijani is pmident of IEER. Frankeis asaentificdirector at ifeu
(Instihlt I& En*e und Umvreltfm&u8 GmbH) in Heidelberg,
Germaw.
w a senior scientist at IEER during omduction of
the report.
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We used dose conversion fact018 established by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (K.F. Eckerman et al., Limiting Values of ,
Radionuclide Intab and Air cancentrdtion and Dose Converrion Foc- ,
tonfor Inh~lntion,Submerrirm, and Ingetion. F e d d Guidance Re- .
wrt Number 11. Washineton. DC: US Envimnmental Pmtfftion .
~ g e n c y 1988).
,
For meth~olo&caldetails and assumptions, as well
as additionalreferences,plrefer to the full report on USA Talay'n
Web site at http://w~v.usatoday.cam/nws/poison/dacd
~
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Monthly Starwdnd PIogrorr Reportfor Decmbm 1948. Submitted by
the New York Operations Office of the Atomic Energy Commission
by WE. Relley, hlanager. January 5 . 1949. p 17
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, New York Operations Off~ce. .
Health Hasads in NYOO Fon'lities Produc1'"g rwl Procaring Ula- .
nium (AStahrr Repor-Apn'l I , 1949). Prepared by NYOO Medical .
Division. Issued April 18,1949. p. 31

. ' Ajun Makhijani et al., edr., Nuclea~Wartelan&: A Global Guide to :
.
Nuclulr Wenporn PIpdumuman
and Its Health and Envimnmoltnl Ef- .
fectr. Cambridge, MA: MIT P r w 1995, Chapter 7. p. 367.
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Characteristics of Uranium And Thorium
Varying forms of uranium are present at nuclear materials processing plants.
These range from uranium hexafluoride (UF6), to the insoluble uranium dioxide (U02). Uranium hexafluoride
readily combines with water vapor to yield hydrofluoric acid (HF),an extremely caustic substance.l These same
variations also accompany the use of thorium in processing plants.

Atomic Symbol

U

Source

Occurs naturally in trace amounts

Occurs naturally in trace amounts

Common Forms

Uranium is both radioactive and a chemical
toxin. Uranium is comprised of three
naturally occurring isotopes. Urn comprises
99.284% of natural uranium by weight, UUS
0.7 1 I%, and U2" 0.005%. UnS is the form
used in nuclear weapons and power plants.
However, Uns is often converted to PuU9
for such purposes.

Thorium is both radioactive and a chemical
toxin. Three main isotopes of thorium
occur in nature: Thul is a primordial
radionuclide. Thw and ThUo exist naturally
as part of the uranium-238 decay chain.

Alpha, low-energy gamma

Alpha, low-energy gamma

Exposure

Uranium is found in nature and therefore
minute concentrations are present in food,
water, and air. Increased exposure is
common in occupations where uranium
dust is prevalent, like in nuclear materials
processing and mining.

Thorium is found in nature and therefore
may be present in air, food, and water.
The highest chance of serious exposure
occurs when thorium dust is present, as for
example in the workplace.

Excretion

Particles in lungs may be coughed or
breathed out, or may enter the blood, pass
through the kidneys and be excreted as
urine. Ingested uranium panicles can be
excreted in feces. Some particles remain in
the body where they can build up lung, or
enter the blood stream where it can
accumulate in bone tissue.

Excretion pathways are similar to those of
uranium.

Health Effects

Because alpha particles and gamma
radiation emitted by uranium are relatively
weak, uranium poses little health hazard
outside the body. However, kidney disease
has been observed in uranium miners and
animals that ingest large quantities of
uranium, attributable t o the element*s
toxic chemical properties. Due to its
radioactive properties, exposure to
uranium increases the risk of lung, bone,
leukemia, and soft tissue cancers,
particularly when inhaled o r ingested.
Animal studies show that uranium may
affect reproduction and the developing
fetus. Uranium-238 also decays into
dangerous radionuclides such as radium-226
and radon-222 decay products.

Thorium dioxide is classified by the U.S.
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease
Registry as a "known carcinogen." Animal
studies suggest that thorium may be
absorbed through skin, but thorium poses
little health hazard outside of the body.
Workers who are exposed to thorium have
been shown to have an increased chance of
lung disease, lung cancer, and pancreatic
cancer. Thorium has also been shown to
cause liver disease, blood disorders, and
changes to genetic material. Large acute
(one time) doses have been shown t o lead
to metal poisoning in animals. Birth defects
have been observed in animals exposed t o
thorium.

-

.
I

.
.

.

Sources: Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, ATSDR Public Health Statement: Uranium, Atlanta, December 1990; and Agency for
Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, ATSDR Public Health Statement: Thorium,Atlanta, October 1990.
The chemical equation for this is UF,+ 2H,O +UO,F, + 4HF + heat. (UO,F, is uranyl fluoride.)
The nuclei of radioactiveelements are unstable, meaning they are transformed into other elements, typically by emitting partides (and sometimes
by absorbing them). This process is known as radioactive decay. The decay of uranium and thorium results in the release of alpha particles and
weak gamma radiation.
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Summary of Historical Annual Regulatory
Dose Limits for the United States

a :

The table below shows a summary of salient portions of the worker radiation protection standards
as they evolved in the United States. In general, the standards have been tightened over time.The dose limits for the
public were the same as those for workers in the early years, but were reduced t o one-tenth those for workers in
the late 1950s and tightened further in 1988. Only the years with the most important changes are shown.

Year

Dose Limit as
Specified in t h e
Regulation'

Annual
Dose

Limit1

Source3

Comments

NBS Handbook 30 R would be the annual dose limit on the
basis of 300 working days.
#I8

1949

NBS Handbook The two dose limits (second column) were
presented by two different reports that in the
#I8
end led to the same result. 15 R would be
the dose limit on the basis of 50 working
weeks per year.

1950

0.3 Wweek
3.9 Rl13 weeks

1954

0.3 Wweek (maximum)
15 remlyea?

15 rem

NBShandbook
#59

Marks the first time rem are used in dose
limits. A maximum of 0.3 R exposure is
permissible for any given week.

3.0 remll3 weeks
5(N-IS)"

5 rem per year

Addendum to
NBS handbook
#59

First time the concept of a dose limit beyond
one year is introduced. The average dose
over a period of years should not exceed 5
rem per year. See note 6.

DOE order
5480. l I'

Internal and external doses added by
calculating the whole body effective dose
equivalent.

average. See
comment

1988

5 remlyear

5 rem

. ' T h e s e k l i m i t s w e r e a e t b y t h e U S . D ~ e n t o f ~ ' Rem=mentgen equivalentman, or a unit of absorbed dosethat takes
'

*
'

and its pmkeasor agencies: Atomic Energy Ca&ion
(AEC.
1947-1974), Energy, Reseanh, and Development Mministntion
(ERDA.1974-1977), DOE (1977.011). All are limits for both external radiatirm doses and intend emomresfor which the whale bad"
was theaitical organexcept in 1988, when the dose for external piis
dl internal expasum was required to be induded.
For the first two listed, the annual dose limit is inferred using the
values forthe daily or weekly limit
In the 1940s and 1950s, the National Bureau of Standards (NBS)
published the midards for all radiation w o ~ k wand
, the AEC and
its succegsar agenaes adopted these for its w p n s plants by publishing intend manuals and orders on radiation proteaion.

R=rad, or &tion absmbed dcse which is a unit of absorbed dose
equivalent to the deposition of 100 aga of a g y per gram of tissue.

S C I E N C E FOR DEMOCRATIC A C T I O N

'

'

into account the relative biological &&venes
(RBE), or relative
biological damagecaused by thevarious ways that ionizing.radiation
d&its its me& in tissue
The average dose limit was computed for workas ova a period of
yearn. It was a~sumedthat workw would be ova the ageaf 18. The
formula 5(N-18) g i v e the cumulative maximum allowable dose to
the worker of age-N yearn. The avaage dose limit per year is five
rem.
Until DOE 5480.11, the total dose limit was to indude any internal
expaauresfor which the whole badywasthe critical organ. For DOE
5480.11. the committed dose equivalent for all internal exposures
was to be included. Before 1988, &&ve dose equivalents arerenot
calculated as part of compliance.
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Assumption: The reactor pressure vessels never fail.

RlSK STUDIES
FROM PAGE 9

. accident consequences are not evaluated. They merely

examine accident probabilities-only half of the risk
. equation. Moreover, the accident probability calculations

are seriously flawed. They rely on assumptions that
. contradict actual operating experience.

:
:
:

:
:

Fact: Experience has shown that this assumption has
as many cracks and flaws as the reactor pressure vessels .
themselves. In 1995, UCS issued a report on the fragile
condition of reactor pressure vessels at nuclear power
plants. For example, the Yankee Rowe plant in

All probability analyses make assumptions. For

. example, when you calculate that the probability of
getting heads upon a single flip of a quarter is 50
. percent, you are assuming that the coin will not land on

its edge. Nuclear plant probabilistic risk assessments
. (PRAs) rely on numerous unrealistic assumptions that

:
:

fly in the face of the actual data from operating nuclear
power plants: 4
Assumption: The plants are operating within technical
specifications and other regulatory requirements.

:

As a result of this unrealistic assumption, the core
. damage frequencies (CDFs) calculated in the PRAs are

too low. By assuming that emergency equipment meets
. safety requirements when in fact it does not, the PRAs

:

calculate better response capabilities than supported by
reality. In other words, the core damage frequencies are
really higher than reported by the P u s .

:

Assumption: Plant design and construction are
completely adequate.

Assumption: Plant workers make few serious mistakes.
Fact: A report issued in February 2000 by the Idaho
National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory
(INEEL) demonstrates that unjustified assumptions
about worker behavior continue to be a problem.
Researchers at INEEL examined 20 recent operating
events at nuclear power plants and concluded that
"Most of the significant contributing human performance factors found in this analysis of operating events
are missing from the current generation of probabilistic
risk assessments....[which] does not address well the
kinds of latent errors, multiple failures, or the type of
errors determined by analysis to be important in these
operating events."g

. Fact: The risk assessments assume that there are zero
design and construction problems when hundreds of
. problems are discovered every year. The NRC's Office

for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data
. documented 3,540 design errors reported between 1985

and 1994.5 That means a design error was discovered at
. a nuclear power plant in the United States almost every

single day for an entire decade.
Assumption: Plant aging does not occur; that is,

. equipment fails at a constant rate.

:
.
:
.
.
.
.

Time, T
"Bathtub" Curve of Failure Rate

Massachusetts closed in 1992 because its reactor
pressure vessel had become brittle over time. Brittle
metal can shatter, much like hot glass, when placed in
cold water. Despite the closure of the Yankee Rowe
plant and documented embrittlement at many other
nuclear plants, the risk studies continue to assume a
zero chance of reactor pressure vessel failure.

Fact: There are more than 1,000 violations of technical
. specifications and regulatory requirements each year.

Assumption: Risk is limited to reactor core damage.

Fact: The NRC has issued more than one hundred
technical reports about the degradation of valves, pipes,
motors, cables, concrete, switches, and tanks at nuclear
plants caused by aging.6 These reports demonstrate that
parts in nuclear plants follow the "bathtub curve" aging
process illustrated in the figure. A telling demonstration
of the effects of age occurred in 1986. Four workers
were killed at a nuclear power plant in Virginia because
a section of pipe eroded away with time until it broke
and scalded them with steam.7 Yet most PRAs assume
no aging effects.

Fact: The PRAs only determine the probabilities of
events leading to reactor core damage. They do not
calculate the probabilities of other events that could lead
to releases of radiation, such as fuel going critical in the
spent fuel pool or rupture of a large tank filled with
radioactive gases. Some of these overlooked events can
have serious consequences. For example, researchers at
the Brookhaven National Laboratory estimated that a
spent fuel pool accident could release enough radioactive
material to kill tens of thousands of people. lo
S E E RISK S T U D I E S ON PAGE I I
ENDNOTES ON PAGE 12
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RlSK STUDIES
. power plant is unknown, because although the prob-

History shows there is a greater probability of a
ability of an accident has been assessed (albeit with
- flipped coin landing On its edge than of these
flawed assumptions, and inconsistent definitions and
tions being realistic. Unrealistic assumptions in the
- PRAs make their results equally unrealistic. In computer . procedures), the consequences have not been assessed.
. The following will draw on other sources to provide the
programming parlance, "garbage in, garbage out."
missing piece of the risk puzzle.
Furthermore, the NRC requires plant owners to
A nuclear plant accident
perform the calculations, but fails to establish minimum
standards for the accident probability calculations.
Theincompleteand
canharmthepublicby
releasing radioactive
Thus, the reported probabilities vary widely for
i 1a c c ra t 6 s t a t 8 of
materials. Radioactive
virtually identical plant designs. Four case studies
materials
emit alpha
clearly illustrated the problem:
:nuclearplantrisk
particles,betaparticles,
gamma rays, and/or
- assessments does
.
The Wolf Creek plant in Kansas and the Callaway
neutrons. These emissions
plant in Missouri were built as identical twins,
n o t provide a solid
are called "ionizing radia.
sharing the same standardized Westinghouse design.
tion" because the particles
. foundation f o r t h e
But some events at Callaway are reported to be 10 to
produce ions when they
.
20 times more likely to lead to reactor core damage
interact with substances.
NRC
t
o
move
than the same events at Wolf Creek.
Following the Three
towards risk-informed Mile Island (TMI) accident
The Indian Point 2 and 3 plants share the same
Westinghouse design and sit side by side in New
in 1979, the 'Sand& Naregulation.
York, but are operated by different owners. On paper,
tional Laboratory estimated
Indian Point 3 is more than 25 percent more likely to
the potential consequences
experience an accident than her sister plant.
from reactor accidents that release large amounts of
radiation into the atmosphere. For each nuclear plant
The Sequoyah and Watts Bar nuclear plants in
then in operation and nearing completion, Sandia
Tennessee share the same Westinghouse design. Both
determined the amount of radiation that could be
. are operated by the same owner. The newer plant,
released following a major accident, the area's weather
Watts Bar, was originally calculated to be about 13
conditions, and the population downwind of the plant.
.
times more likely to have an accident than her sister
Then Sandia estimated how many people would die and
plant. After some recalculations, Watts Bar is now
be injured within the fust year due to their radiation
.
only twice as likely to have an accident.
exposure. Sandia also estimated how many people
Nuclear plants designed by General Electric are
would later die from radiation-induced illnesses like
equipped with a backup system to shut down the
. cancer. Early fatality estimates ranges from 700 for a
reactor in case the normal system of control rods fails.
small reactor to 100,000 for one of the larger ones.
On paper, that backup system is highly reliable.
. Cancer death estimates ranged from 3,000 to 40,000.
Actual experience, however, shows that it has not
Injury estimates ranged from 4,000 to 610,000. For
been nearly as reliable as the risk assessments claim.
. comparison, the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima
killed 140,000 people and the one dropped on Nagasaki
To make matters worse, the NRC is allowing plant
. killed 70,000 people.12
owners to further increase risks by cutting back on tests
The incomplete and inaccurate state of nuclear plant
- and inspections of safety equipment. The NRC approves
risk assessments does not provide a solid foundation for
these reductions based on the results from incomplete
the NRC to move towards risk-informed regulation.
and inaccurate accident probability assessments.
Before the NRC allows takes another step towards riskWhen the NRC learns that a nuclear plant does not
informed regulation, the NRC must complete the
- meet federal safety regulations, it relies on the calcufollowing tasks:
lated accident probabilities to assess the risk. The
NRC-under constant pressure from the nuclear
1. Establish a minimum standard for plant risk assessindustry-has recently accepted a concept of "riskments that includes proper methods for:
informed regulation," in which many safety regulations
a. handling the fact that nuclear plants may not
are eliminated and the scope of other regulations is
conform with all technical specification and
significantly reduced based on the results of risk
regulatory requirements;
assessments. A critical question, then, is whether risk
assessments are accurate enough to rely on for these
SEE RlSK S T U D I E S O N PAGE I 2
purposes.
.
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In sum, the risk of a major accident at any nuclear

FROM PAGE 1 0
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During a decade that began with 101 licensed nuclear
power plants and ended with 109 plants, the NRC lost .
. 20 percent of its safety inspectors.14
.
The NRC must be made more independent of the
nuclear industry in its funding so that it can properly
regulate the industry before it is too late.
%.

RISK STUDIES
FROM PAGE I I

b. handling the fact that nuclear plants may have
design, fabrication, and construction errors;
c. handling equipment aging;
d. treating the probability of reactor pressure vessel
failure;

.

:

David Lochbaum is Nuclear Safety Engineer at the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS). This article is based on the UCS report he .
authored, Nuclear Plant Risk Studies: Failing the Grade (Cambridge, .
Mass.: Union of Concerned Scientists, August 2000), which can be .
ordered from UCS (Tel. 1-617-547-5552) or downloaded from its
Web site, http://www.ucsusa.org.
US House of Representatives, Committee on In- .
terior and insular Akairs ~ubcommitteeon Oversight .
& Investigations, "Calculation of Reactor Accident .
Consequences (CRAC2) for US Nuclear Power .
Plants(HealthEffectsandCosts)Conditionalonan .
.
'SST1' Release," November 1, 1982; and Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, 'A Safety and Regulatory
Assessment of GenericBWR and PWR Permanently
Shutdown Nuclear Power Plants," NUREG/CR- .
6451, Washington, D.C., August 1997.

e. handling human performance;
.
f, handling events other than reactor core damage in
.
which plant workers and members of the public
may be exposed to radioactive
materials (e.g., spent fuel pool
b
t be
accidents and radwaste system tank
ruptures);
more independent

T

:

:

.

2.

. 3.
.
. 4.

:
:.
:

c

ad

of the

g. handling nuclear plant accident
nuclear i n d u s t r y
consequences to plant workers and
members of the public;
h. justifying the assumptions used in the risk assessRichard L. Hudson, "Cost of Chernobyl Nuclear Disaster Soars in
ments; and
New Study," Wall Street Journal,March 29,1990.

'

5.

6.

i, updating the risk assessments when assumptions
change.
Require all plant owners to develop risk-not
probability-assessments that meet or exceed the
minimum standard.
Require all plant owners to periodically update the
risk assessments to reflect changes to the plant and/or
plant procedures.
Require all plant owners to make the risk assessments
publicly available.
Conduct inspections at all nuclear plants to validate
that the risk assessments meet or exceed the minimum standards.
Disallow any use of risk assessment results to define a
line between acceptable and unacceptable performance until all of the steps listed above are completed.

.

:

It will take considerable effort on the part of the

.

nately, the NRC may be unable to take these safety

. steps because it is under attack from the US Congress
to reduce its budget. Why? The NRC is a fee-based

:

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Individual Plant Examination .
Program: Perspectives on Reactor Safety and Plant Performance," '
NUREG-1560, Vol. 2, Parts 2-5, p. 14-3, Washington, D.C., November 1996.
Sadanandan V. Pullani, "Design Errors in Nuclear Power Plants, "
AEOD/T97-01, Washington, D.C.: NRC Office for Analysis and
Evaluation of ~ ~ e r a t i oData,
n a January 1997.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "NRC Research Program on Plant
Aging: Listing and Summaries of Reports Issued Through September 1993," NUREG-1377, Rev. 4, Washington, D.C., December
1993.
Brian Jordan, "NRC Finds Surry Accident Has 'High Degree' of
Safety Significance," Inside NRC, Washington, D.C.: McGraw-Hill,
January 5,1987.

.

.
.

-

.
.
.

Robert Pollard, "US Nuclear Power Plants-Showing Their Age.
Case Study: Reactor Pressure Vessel Embrittlement," Cambridge, .
Mass.: Union of Concerned Scientists, December 1995.

:

Jack E. Rosenthal to John T. Larkins, "Meeting with the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards Human Factors Subcommittee, .
March 15,2000, on SECY-00-0053,NRC Program on Human Per- .
formance in Nuclear Power Plant Safety," Washington, D.C.: Nuclear .
Regulatory Commission, March 6,2000. (Ed.note: This report was .
prepared by INEEL for the NRC.)
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "A Safety and Regulatory Assessment of Generic BWR and PWR Permanently Shutdown Nuclear
Power Plants," NUREG/CR-6451, Washington, D.C., August 1997.
(Ed.note: This report was prepared by Brookhaven National Laboratory for the NRC.)

. NRC to implement these recommendations. Unfortu-

.
.
.
-

Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Energy, Section 20.1003, Defi- .
nitions.

. agency. Most of the NRC's budget is paid not by

taxpayers but by the plants' owners. These plant

Richard Rhodes, 7 l e Making of the Atomic Bomb, New York: Simon
& Schuster, pp. 734 and 740, 1986.

. owners lobbied Congress to slash the NRC's budget.

Congress listened and slashed. In 1987, the NRC had

NRC Ofice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, "Regulatory Trends,"
Washington, D.C., April 1997.

. 850 regional and 790 headquarters staff members. Ten

:
.

Sadanandan V. Pullani, "Design Errors in Nuclear Power Plants, " .
AEOD/T97-01, Washington, D.C.: NRC Ofice for Analysis and .
Evaluation of Operational Data, January 1997.

years later, chronic budget cuts had reduced the NRC
. to 679 regional and 651 headquarters staff members.13
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n October 2000, the US Conparsed and Prei~dent01nton
extent the &ect of the high bar set for eligtbilty by the
slmed into law the E
n
w Employees Occupabonal Illness
doubling of risk standard.
bmpenration Act a l&latk package designed to p d d e
W Enwemen+ Fundingfor benefm is guaranteed through an
he& care and cornpenrationto c a n nuclear weapons
entitlement wend~ne
wll
- .proeram.This means that Conwho were injured fmm occupational exposure to radtation.
not decide
after year how much money to
me
beryllium, or silica
fund, but that spendine will be mandatory and immune from
This is a landmark federal compensation pmgram It pmuider hel~
the annual appropnanons process. (Another emmple of an
for many workers whose occupational illnesseswere for so many
enmlement pmgam n me US r the Swa Security program)
yeam dinied by the governme&. It also has amplified calls for a
process to bed" that will address the harm done to neighbors of
W Uranium worker beneflt enhancement Compensauon
".clear weapons faolrtrer Nonemeless,the legs auon a not perfect
to SIC^ uranlum mlnen. mlllen and ore trans~orters- who
ana n wll not corer all the ndclear weapons worken who were
are coveredunder a reparare law, the Raa auon Expos~re
n m e d h m womace expos-re w radanon and toxc suostances.
Com~ensatronA n
w be ncreased fmm $100.000 to
Pmvlsfons of the pmgram incluae.
$150,000: plus the new legislation provides them health
insurance.
W Cornpanration. El~g.bleworkers or thelr s u m r s nnll
rece~ea lump sum Davment of $150.000.Those elfmble
W Implemenhtion.The legislation speciKes that the President
indude cvtaik ~ e ~ k t ; n e of
n tEnergy (DOE).
shall submit to Congress by March 15.2001. a legislative
contractor, and DOE w d o r employees who were injured
pmposal to implement the compensation program.The
Imm exposure to radiation, beryllium, or silica while working
pmposal would include the types of compensationto be
in DOE nuclear weapans related pmgranu Survivors 8n
pmvided. whether to expand the special w u r e cohort to
make daims on behalf of covered employees.
include new clanes of employees and wh&er t o expand the
program to include other illnesses associated with exposure
W M d l u l bsndib.The federal government will p m d e
to todc substances. C o n p will have until July 31.200l. to
medcal be"& to elidble workers for thdr occdpatIona
act on the Presideds proposal. If the government does not
~llners.
act before that date, certain d o n s ofthe m.rting legislation
will automatically take effea July 3 1,2001, includingthose
W Beneflt o f doubt for a"rpeclal exposure cohort:' For
~mvidinecompensation and medical beneMs to certain
a 'spec al exposLre cohort of workers wkh a rad ogen'c
nuclear workers and uranium workers.
cancer. r l is pres~medthat the r illness resuhea fmm
wowlace exposure to raoauon 'lie rpecal exposLre cohort
W Indemnlflcotioon. Ifthey accept the lump sum payment and
inc.udes certan easeoJs d i o n p am women in Tennessee
medical benehs, workers or their fKnll~eswould not be
Kentucky and O ~ O
(the Oak Ndp. Paducah, and hrbmouth
allowed to sue the eovemment or its contractors.The
plants, rqaiiwiy) and wrkers who were employed dunng
payment under this legislation w o ~ be
d regarded as a full
n u h t e r t i n g at the Amchii IslandTest Slte In Alaska
d e m e n t of cldms aeanst the United Sgtes a DOE
Addmonal dawr of employees could be des~gnatwlas
comctor or subcontranor, beryllium vendor, or atomic
memDers ofthe special &omre cohort ifth; US President
weapans employer for the covered illness.
desimated w imdement the p m , determines that "(I) it
is not feasible to'estimate w& sufficient accuraqthe radi&on
does not address the issue of non-workers
The leeislation
"
dose that the dass re&'&
and (2) there is a reasonable
rmpacted by nudear weapons pmductlon and M n g . Nor does it
likelihood that the radiation dose may have endangered the
include med~calbenehs for h l l v members of workers who may
health of members ofthe class."
have become ill as a result of exposure.As A stands, the legislation
i burse
workers for lost wages due to occupational
does not rem
W Determining eligibility. Individualswith a radiogenic cancer
illnessAlso, it is unclear if all workers
including those who worked
who are not part ofthe"special exposure cohort" would be
at private facilities like those described in the main article on page I
eligible only if the cancer wasZ'atI& as likely as not" related
-will be eligible.
to their nudear weapons related workThir means that there
The government estimates that 4,033 former nuclear weapons
would have to be at least a douMing of the risk for that
workers nationwide will be eligible forthe program.To start it off.
worker to be digitk (in &er words, the worker would have
Congress authorized $275 million to go toward the program in the
to be twice as likely as an unexposed person to contract the
coming pacThe Conpssional Budget Office estimates that under
particular cancer).Thii standard of pmof may result in many
the w x a m workers will receive $1.4 billion in benehs over the
exposed workers being excluded fmm cornpenration even
n u t 10 y w . and uranium worrers w l r e c e ~ ean adamonal $450
though they are at risk ofconbdng a compenrable disease
m~ll#on.The
pmeram was adopted as pan of the defense amonraas a result of their expwre and even though their exposurer
tion bill for hsGyear 2001. '
may hhh been higher inan legalty allowed.The effed of thls
For further information,visit the DOFs Web site on the Energy
test may be mitigated by tne benebof-thedoubt provision
Employees Occupational Illness Compensation Program at Mtpll
discurseo a h , depending on the gL.de.nes for rn implementis.eh.doe.gov/portaVfeatu&~tld,Mml, or call the DOE worker
tat on [see below). Accom ng 10 me legislaLon the nsk of
compensation helpline at 1-877-447-9756.
contracting a cancer due to a gwn radiation dose will be
estimated using the "upper 99 percent confidence intern1 of
the probability ofcauration in the radioepidemiological tables"
colon wop+
@I baddm bdnn, I w lung ~ ~ ppw
l m
.
pnsr/m. a,This means that the probability of causation used for
a, glano.dl . m n r nmwhmyodano ."nary dadoecar w as laestimating the &will be higher for a given dose than if the
lisna [except chmn fiphocpc leulprrua) Mnphom [excepr hodem)
mediah estimite were ured.Thir will also miti@e to some
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Science for DemocraticAaion has been in circulation f o r eight years. This is a partial list of back issues.
Ionizing Radiation (heahh effects, meosuring mdiotion, uranium mining) -Val. 8 No. 4 (Sept 2000)
Energy for Peace (transmutation, nucleor power deception, nucleor woste) -Voi. 8 No. 3 (May 2000)
Nuclearweapons and t h e Rule o f Law @luxmissile defense, CTET8 arms contml vetifation) -Vol. 8 No. 2 (Feb. 2000)

~

1

Wind Versus P l u t o n i u m (wind and plutonium energy compared, fuel cells, letter to Notional Academy af Sciences committee on
assessing rodiotion heahh effects) -Vol. 8 No. I (Nov. 1999)
Radioactive W a s t e Management in Russia and France IReflections o n t h e N A T O B o m b i n g
(plus: heohh and ecological Impacts, update on nuclear treaties) -Val. 7 No. 4 (Jul. 1999)
Alternative Plan for H i g h l y Radioactive W a s t e Management in t h e U n i t e d States (plus:internotional repository
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a. Amount of radiation administered at a mental health
clinic.
b. A dose that chooses to remain faithful to only one
other.
c. The dose of radiation considered over the entire time
that the radioactive substance remains in the body
(up to fifty years). When a radioactive material is
inhaled it is eliminated gradually from the body and
thus the dose is received over a certain period of time.
The dose is therefore related to the processes by
which the bodv eliminates the substance and also to
the substance's own radioactive decay while it is in
the body. The committed dose depends on the kind
of radionuclide taken into the body, solubility of the
chemical form that is incorporated, the particle size,
and the route of incorporation into the body (inhalation, ingestion, through wounds, or absorption
through the skin).

. Mean lung dose

:

:

a. Opposite of nice lung dose.
b. A deliberate exposure of one's respiratory tract to
ionizing radiation.
c. Average lung dose, calculated by adding the values of
n number of individual lung doses, then dividing that
sum by n.

. Solubility
a. Being able to sell one's assets very quickly.
b. The ability to tan easily, derived from the Latin word
for sun (sol).
c. Themass of a substance (called "solute") that is evenly
dispersed in a medium (solvent) without the mixture
.
(solution) becoming saturated. The more soluble a
solute, the larger the mass a given amount of solvent
.
will be able to hold without the solute precipitating out
of the solution. The most common solvent is water,

:
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but organic liquids, such as
carbon tetrachloride and
trichloroethylene,are
monly used as solvents in
metal-working and other
processes.

Committed dose

:

d
-~ d

Probability

a. How some politicians
pronounce "probably."
b. The ability to probe.
C.

The measure of how likely an
event is.

Risk

a. Slang for a computer disk infected with a virus.
b. A family board game involving play money, fake
property deeds, and little plastic hotels.
c. The expected damage to life, health, or property due
to adverse external events.
Acceptable risk(= defined by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission)

:

a. An activity in which a person would choose to engage
despite its potential harm.
b. A euphemism for the act of voting for the best of
three political candidates even though it may contribUte to the victory of the worst.
.
c. A situation in which: (1) the risk of an immediate
fatality to an average individual in the vicinity of a
nuclear power plant that might result from reactor
accidents should not exceed 0.1%of the sum of the
immediate fatality risks that result from other
accidents to which the US population is generally
exposed, and (2) the risk of cancer fatalities to the
population near a nuclear power plant should not
exceed 0.1% of the sum of cancer fatality risks from
all other causes.
3 '3 '3 '3 '3 '3 :SlaMSUV .
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Sharpen Your technical skills with Dr. Egghead's

B t a m i c Puzz1er

G

amma, the radiation sniffkg dog, has gone back
in time and nearly choked himself to death on
uranium dust in some private factories that were
hired by the US.Atomic Energy Commission to
. process natural uranium during the 1940s and 1950s.
But Gamma lived to tell the tale. From the deposition
. of uranium on his fur, he has concluded that:

:

b

b

the uranium in air the that workers were breathing
was 1,200 dpm per cubic meter (a cubic meter is
about 264 gallons)
the solubility of the uranium was moderate, so that
breathing in 1 bequerel of uranium dust (=60 dpm)
gives a radiation dose to the lung of about 4.2

wvwmk%r:
dpm raeano d i b - a t i ~ pa minute

millirem. (This is called the lung dose
conversion factor for inhalation - this
specifc number relates to uranium of
a particular solubility.)
Gamma then proceeded to estimate the
following:
1. The number of bequerels that a worker
would inhale in an 8 hour working day,
if he breathes in 1.2 cubic meters per
hour.
2. The number of bequerels that a worker would breathe '
in over a three-year period if he worked 230 days per
year.
3. The daily radiation dose to the lung.
4. The total radiation dose to the lung over the work
period of 3 years.
.
5. Gamma also compared the lung dose to then thenprevailing standard (maximum allowable dose) of 15 .
rem per year. How many times the maximum
allowable dose did this worker get every year?

:

Answer problems 1-5 so Gamma can check his work against yours.
Send us your completed punla via fax (1-301-270-3029), e-mail (i@eer.org),
or snail mail (IEER, 6935 L a u d Ave., Suite 204, T&ma Park,MI3
20912 USA). postmarked by January 16.2001. IEER d a w a r d andmumof 25 prim of $10 each to peoplewho send inammpleted punler@y the
deadline), right or m n g . There is one $25 prize for a mmctent~/,
to to bedrawn at m d o m if more than one comet anawer is submitted. International
readers submittinganswerswill receive, in lieu of a =shprLe (due to exchangentes),acapy of IEER's repat, Psfirni~y
PadalDanErtimnterfimnt
h
Pmcern'ng of Nude51 Mate&& at Three Plnnuduring the 1940s and 1950s, plus supporting documen* and IEER mngressional testimony
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